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ABSTRACT 
II' Ihis paper we discuss the analytical analysis of the 
Pllit: face design for an axial symmetric active magnetic 
{waring. The only condition, required for keeping the 
Il!' lIring stable in the passively suspended degrees of 
Iln·tlom (DOF's), is that the positive restoring forces 
,,"Ilorques is able to be generated by the bearing. The 

1'1' 11' face design is important to ensure that this 
t " lltliLion can be satisfied. The pole face of a 
I II l1 sidered bearing is designed based on the analysis and 
IIII' fi nal design results indicate that both positive 
I' ,.Iuring forces and torques can be achieved. 

INTRODUCTION 
IIli niature axial symmetric active magnetic bearing 

I II' krrcd as magnetic bearing in this paper), specifically 
I Pl' ·ted to have low friction, is being developed for use 
III Ilis trumentation and for use a later date in micro 
to) I\·hi nes. Some researchers have measured the 
dY IIlIlll ic friction for different magnetic suspension 
"" leIllS [1, 2]. But the direct measurement of static 

1 11 ~ ' l ion of magnetic bearings, which often have a very 
I" w value, has not been reported. An experimental 
1" lI lulype of an ultra-low friction magnetic bearing has 
I" I' ll tlesigned for the purpose of measuring its static 
It I<' llIlO . 
111I1.t tl on the basic argument rather than theoretical 
Illh lysis, Studer [3] and Downer [4] designed the pole 
li lt 'S , which spherically arcuate surfaces were centred 
I IIi Ihe geometric centre of the radial active magnetic 
I .. 11I11IgS, to increase the restoring torque. In this paper 
tl ,. Ilifl uence of the bearing parameters, such as the rotor 
,lid stator spherical pole face radii and the air-gap 
iii leakage coefficients, to the restoring force and 

torque are analysed analytically. The analysis shows 
that the required restoring forces and torques can be 
achieved. Based on this analysis, design guidelines for 
axial symmetric magnetic bearing are obtained. 
The cross-section of the magnetic bearing is given in 
Figure 1. As shown it consists of two stators, a rotor, a 
doughnut shaped permanent magnet on the rotor, and 
two control coils one on each stator. The rotor is 

. constructed of two concentric tubes which are identified 
as the rotor inner and outer pole. Also the stators have a 
similar pole structure. The opposite surfaces of the 
stator and the rotor will be referred as the top and 
bottom pole faces. When the air-gap length between the 
top pole faces and the bottom pole faces is equal, the 
inner air-gap length is defined as lagi; and the outer air
gap length is defined as lago. The curved pole faces of 
inner and outer pole have different spherical radii as Rr 
and Rs' and different geometric centre locations. 
During the bearing operation, the rotor is actively 
suspended in the vertical direction along the bearing 
symmetric axis by an active vertical magnetic force . 
This force depends upon the current in the control coils, 
the current being adjusted by a control system. 
The rotor is also passively suspended in four of the 
remaining five DOF's. The main external force acting 
on the rotor is gravity. If there are no other disturbing 
forces or torques, the rotor will be stably suspended 
between the stators. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 
In general if there is an external disturbing force applied 
to the rotor body horizontally, the rotor will move along 
with the direction of the disturbance and may also rotate 
about a horizontal axis. The linear and rotatory 
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FIGURE 1: Configuration of Magnetic Bearing 

movements of the rotor require that the magnetic 
bearing generate a restoring force and torque to stop 
these movements. Only if the restoring force and torque 
are equal or greater than the disturbance, can the rotor 
be suspended between the stators; otherwise the rotor 
will finally touch the stators. 
The restoring force and toque are passively generated 
due to the distortion of the magnetic field between the 
stator and the rotor pole faces. The elementary 
arguments shown the restoring forces and torques only 
depend upon the geometric shape of the pole faces, if 
the flux density in the bearing air-gaps is known. For 
instance, if the pole faces of the stator and the rotor are 
spherically shaped with the same centre location, only a 
relatively large rotational restoring torque will be 
produced. If the pole faces are parallel planes, then the 
rotational restoring torque will be small although the 
translational restoring force will be relatively large. 
It is assumed that both the stators and the rotor are 
constructed from ferromagnetic material having infinite 
permeability, and the magnetic motive force (MMF) 
across the air-gaps is constant. 

RESTORING FORCE 
Firstly, the horizontal translational movement 01 1111 

rotor is considered and the resultant horizontal 1111 \ I 

acting on the rotor top pole face are calculated. 'Iii· 
simplified cross-section of the magnetic beaJ' illl ~ I 

shown in Figure 2. In this figure the rotor is 111 M ,I 
slightly to the right by a distance x. The normal rllH i 
acting to the pole faces are denoted as F ni and FII,, : Ihr 
tangential forces as Fti and Fto . The horiwll lill 
components of the tangential forces on the inm:r JIIiI 

outer poles are referred to as Fw and Ftxo respectivc"IV 
The horizontal components of the normal forces on It' li 

and right outer pole is referred as F nxl and F nXf" 

On the inner pole, the horizontal component or 1/1, 
tangential force almost equals to the tangential fili i I I 

and the horizontal component of the normal f OITI' I 

approximately equal to zero. Therefore, the reSlon"j 
force applied to the inner pole is dominated by Ilt r 

horizontal component of the tangential force. 
Since the width of the cross-section of the inner w,! 
outer pole is much larger than the air-gap, and Ih.· 
expected maximum rotor displacement is identical to Ihf 

inner air-gap length [agio The formula given "V 
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, . I( ;URE 2: Simplified Magnetic Bearing Pole Faces 

I H IlIiS [5] and Sabins [6] can be used to find the total 
" II I w ntal components of the tangential forces acting on 
III In ner pole face. 

17 4 (Ri + Ii ) . ( a-I ) 
I "I rsi arcslll --

1tiagi a + 1 
(1) 

lH'rc: 

. 1l0Ya~ Z;gi B~ 
"', =--=---, 

2 21lo 
~~---

2x2 (1+ 2x2)2_1 
f/ = 1+--2 + Z2 ' 

Zagi agi 

fllI~i is the flux density in the air-gap between 
the inner pole faces. 

III Ihe outer pole face: 

2(Ro +ro) . . (a-I) , " .. = Fso Sill <p arcslll -- x 
1t a+I 

(cot<p - cot<pl)W + 2Zago 
(2) 

( cot<p-cot<pl W I )2 _(cot<p+cot<P! )2 
2 + ago 2 X 

liere: 

I ' ~" = l;goB;go Z;gOB;gi Z;goFSi 

21lo - 21l0k2 l;gik2 

II"!!.,, is the flux density in the air-gap between 
the outer pole faces 

k is the ratio between the flux passing through 
the inner pole face and the outer pole face 

1111 constant MMF across the outer pole air-gap, the 
J,llllr, when displaced a distance x to the right, causes 
III(' !lux density reduced in the left part air-gap and 
1II I'rcased in the right part air-gap. Thus the resultant 
11111 izontal component of the normal force applied to the 
IIlIln pole tends to move the rotor further to the right. 
'I he resultant horizontal component of the normal force 
IIJlp lied to the rotor is given by 

Fnxo = Fnxx - Fox! = (2Ro - W)Wlagi Fso cot<p x 

(cot<p + cot<p! )[(cot<p - cot<Pdw + 2/ago l(~J 
Zagl 

x[[ cot~-;ot~' W+.,o r -[ cot~+;ot~' x rr 
The total restoring force Fr acting on the rotor is 

(3) 

Fr = Flxi + Ftxo - Fnxo (4) 

RESTORING TORQUE 
If the rotor rotates clockwise about the x axis, in this 
paper the angle of rotation ~ is defined having the 
negative sign. As the rotor is rotated by a very small 
angle, the spherical surfaces of the rotor and stator inner 
poles can be considered having the same geometric 
centre. Using the principle of virtual work the restoring 
torque is found as: 

T; = dWi = _ ~ {2 (h - Rr ) (1- cos ~) ~ Rr - h + 
d~ lagi sin <j>p (1 + cos ~) 2h 

+2(1t-<j>p )(Rr -h)sin~-

-[ 4Rr sin<j>p +4(Rr -h)(1t-<j>p )]sin~} (5) 

where: 

[ 
2 7tR;~ - 8l.ga Rr sin <p sin ({) - 4lagoRr ~ sin <p cos( {) 

x 4(l;go+(Rr~?) -
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where: 

The restoring torque acting on the rotor pole is 

(7) 

APPLICATION OF RESULTS 
The pole faces of the magnetic bearing, with the basic 
dimensions listed in Table 1, has been designed from the 
preceding analysis. 

Taking the extreme case where the kJ= I, 111(' I , l l 

spherical radius Rr=l1 mm and the range of 1<, 1', II tl ' 

11 mm to 00. For the rotor right tran,,,1 111' "1 I 

displacement x and the negative angular displa T il il III I 
the restoring forces and torques are plotted in h l' l'" 
The positive values indicate that the magnetic hl" 11111 
able to generate a restoring force and torqu l" ill II 
passive DOF's and cancel the external disturbancc I II 

negative values show that the magnetic bearing I III I 

prevent the rotor from further unbalanced mOVt: Il Il'II( , 
the passive DOF's. It can also be seen that Ulld." tI , 
condition R(!J?s' the restoring torque is alway~ 1''' ', ,11 
but the restoring force becomes negative when 11t (, ,\11 
of Rr is close to Rs. This is consistent with llie 1111 
argument. In this example R/Rr'" 1.5 is chosen I () , ' II 1111 

that the both positive restoring force and torquc l' '" I, 
achieved andboth magnitudes are relatively large , 
The finite element analysis is used for the (" II '" I I 

TABLE 1: Basic Parameters of Magnetic Bearing (Length Unit: mm) 

Ri ri Ro ro lagi lago W 

2.30 1.05 5.55 4.60 0.10 0.30 0.95 

Before the rotor is moved to the right or rotated 
clockwise the magnetic paths are axial symmetric. If the 
flux leakage, existing between the inner and outer pole, 
is ignored, the flux ratio k between the inner pole face 
and the outer pole face is 2.3. If the flux leakage is 
considered and denoted as k(, the flux ratio, can then be 
expressed as k=2.3k). 
In the following discussion, it is assumed that after the 
rotor has moved the flux leakage coefficient does not 
change. It is also assumed that the same initial values of 
Bagi and lagi are used for computing the restoring forces 
and torques. 
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R/Rr'" 1.5 , where Rr=l1 mm and Rs"'16 mm, alit! II , 
rotor is not moved or rotated. The flux le ak " 
coefficient between the inner and outer pole fa ( , 
found to be about kJ"'2. This value is twice the a s ,'. III II I'( 

value and mainly depending upon the air-gap !l' IlI'" 
between the rotor and stator outer pole face~. I II 

modified leakage coefficient kJ=2 and the samc J' I , 
ratio (1.5) is used to recompute the restoring forl·,' II hl 

torque. The two groups of new data, together willi II .. 
data for kJ=l, are plotted in Figure 4. It is appa rt: 1I1 ,It I 

the increase of the flux leakage does not seriously :111 11 I 
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FIGURE 3: kl=l, Restoring Force and Torque Curves 
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" ',.Ioring force, but the restoring torque is 
1111111(" nil y reduced. This is because the restoring 

", I'. lIlainly contributed by Ftxi and this force does 
I d" I'l' llded upon the k, so it is almost unchanged. 

11 1111 III ' restoring force, the restoring torque is equally 
, f"li llh.:U by T; and To. The higher the flux 
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From the plots it can be seen that for the same angular 
displacement the restoring torque keeps reducing with 
increasing k,. When k,=2 and R/Rr"" 1.2, the restoring 
torque is close to the value obtained when k,=2 and R/Rr 
""1.5. This is because the leakage coefficient k, is 
so high that the restoring torque is mainly decided by 
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FIGURE 4: Rs= 16 mm, Rr=11 mm, Restoring Force and Restoring Torque curves 
with Different Flux Leakage Coefficient 

,11I1'.l' coefficient is, the weaker the restoring torque 
li ll /'. on the outer pole will be. In the worst case the 

• r,,, Illg torque only depends upon torque acting on the 
hIli' I pole . 

• VI' I I t! cases of R/Rr from 1.1 to 1.4 have been further 
III " •. llgated. For each case the restoring force and 

I lfllIl' lI ave been computed for k, from 1.3 to 2.0. The 
I " Icasonable cases are R/Rr""1.3 and R/Rr'" 1.2. 
I Iltl ·. llil:ring in the practical situation that the flux 
t ,1\11)\ ' will be worse than the theoretical result, the 

N, 1.2 is expected with a less flux leakage between 
lit. IlIller and outer pole. The designed value is 
N I' mm and Rr= 11 mm. For these values, the 
I Itlri ng force and restoring torque curves are plotted in 
111 '111' 5. 
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the torque acting on the inner pole. 
From Figure 5, it is also observed that after R/Rr5,1.2 
the increment of the k, causing the restoring force 
increase. According to the equation (4), it is found that 
the reduction of Fnxo is more sensitive to the increase of 
k, than the reduction of F txo ' 

For our magnetic bearing, the finial restoring forces and 
torques acting on both top and bottom rotor 
pole faces have been computed and are listed in 
Tables 2 and 3. 

CONCLUSION 
After the translational and rotational movements of the 
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FIGURE 5: Rs=13 mm, Rr=1.2 mm, Restoring Force and Restoring Torque Curves 
with Different Flux Leakage Coefficient 
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TABLE 2: Radial Restoring Force Fr 

xllagi 0 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 1.0 

Fr(N) 0 3.4x10-3 9.8xlO-3 1.5xlO-3 1.9xlO-3 2.2xlO-3 

TABLE 3: Restoring Torque Tr 

-~(deg) 0 0.1 

Tr(Nm) 0 1.8xlO-4 

rotor, the magnetic paths are no longer axial symmetric. 
As a consequence it is extremely difficult to compute the 
flux distribution in the bearing air-gaps, irrespective of 
whether numerical or analytical methods are used. 
Accurately estimating the restoring forces and torques is 
also considerably difficult. Nevertheless, the above 
analysis, which is based on a number of simplified 
assumptions, provides a useful approach for the 
preliminary design of the magnetic bearing. Although in 
any design there needs to be a trade-off between the 
magnitude of the restoring force and torque to ensure 
they both satisfy the required values. 
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